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(57) A Method for selecting a cell, a method for trig-
gering a measurement report, a base station and terminal
equipment. The method for selecting a cell includes: no-
tifying, by a base station, terminal equipment of a first
scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a measurement
result of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving
cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for scaling an
offset value of a measurement result of a neighboring
cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell; wherein,
the first scaling factor set and the second scaling factor
set respectively include one or more scaling factors, and

the second scaling factor set includes one or more scaling
factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a prede-
fined moving speed, and each of the more scaling factors
corresponding to a different moving speed. In this way,
the base station needs not to notify the terminal equip-
ment of sizes of a neighboring cell and a serving cell, so
that signaling load is relatively small, selection of a rese-
lected cell in cell reselection may be optimized, and the
system not only is wholly improved with respect to spec-
trum utilization, but also guarantees service quality of
users.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of communications, and in particular to a method for selecting a cell,
a method for triggering measurement report, a base station and terminal equipment.

Background

[0002] In a wireless mobile communication system, terminal equipment needs to perform cell selection in a movement
process, so as to ensure that the terminal equipment is served continuously. In particular, the terminal equipment needs
to be handed over in a connected mode or to perform cell reselection in an idle mode.
[0003] In the connected mode, in order to ensure correct triggering of handover, the terminal equipment needs to
perform measurement of radio resource management (RRM). If the measurement result always satisfies a certain
condition (referred to as a triggering condition of an event) within a specified period of time (referred to as a time to
trigger (TTT)), the terminal equipment will report the measurement result to a base station. The base station may decide
whether to start a handover process according to the measurement result.
[0004] Likewise, in the idle mode, when the terminal equipment performs cell reselection, the terminal equipment
needs also to measure a neighboring base station, so as to judge whether a neighboring cell has been reselected. The
terminal equipment may have reselected a neighboring cell only when the measurement estimation result of the neigh-
boring cell is better than that of the current serving cell within the whole reselection time (i.e. Treselection).
[0005] In an existing protocol, in order to cope with an effect of a speed of the terminal equipment to its mobility, it is
further stipulated to adjust a movement process according to a moving speed of the terminal equipment, mainly adjusting
the TTT concerned in the handover process and hysteresis QHyst of a measurement result and Treselection in the cell
reselection process.
[0006] However, in the implementation of the present invention, it was found by the inventors that an effect of a cell
size is not taken into account in the movement process. In a heterogeneous network, a cell size changes much. If high-
speed terminal equipment is served by a cell of a relatively small size (such as a pico cell, a remote radio head, and a
relay, etc.), the high-speed terminal equipment needs to perform handover or cell reselection frequently, thereby being
prone to resulting in call drop or service interruption. If normal-speed terminal equipment is served by a macro cell, the
terminal equipment will occupy a resource of the macro cell, resulting in reduction of utilization of whole resources. There
exists no an effective way addressing the above issue till now.
[0007] It should be noted that the above description of the background is merely provided for clear and complete
explanation of the present invention and for easy understanding by those skilled in the art. And it should not be understood
that the above technical solution is known to those skilled in the art as it is described in the background of the present
invention.

Summary

[0008] An object of the embodiments of the present invention is to provide a method for selecting a cell, a method for
triggering measurement report, a base station and terminal equipment. In this method, by setting a scaling factor set/scal-
ing factor sets, not only a cell size but also an effect of a speed of the terminal equipment to its mobility process is taken
into account, thereby avoiding call drop and service interruption, improving spectrum utilization wholly, and ensuring
service quality of users at the same time.
[0009] According to an aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a method for selecting
a cell, including:

notifying, by a base station, terminal equipment of a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a measurement
result of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for scaling an
offset value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell; wherein, the
first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the second scaling factor set includes one or more
scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the more scaling
factors corresponding to a different moving speed.

[0010] According to another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a method for
selecting a cell, including:

receiving, by terminal equipment, a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a measurement result of a serving
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cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for scaling an offset value of a
measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell, notified by a base station of
the serving cell; wherein the first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the second scaling
factor set includes one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed,
and each of the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor set according
to a moving status of the terminal equipment;
scaling an evaluation result/evaluation results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using the selected
scaling factor, so as to obtain a scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation results of the serving cell and/or the
neighboring cell; and
performing cell reselection by using the scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation results.

[0011] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a base station,
including:

a first notifying unit configured to notify terminal equipment of a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a
measurement result of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for
scaling an offset value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell;
wherein, the first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the second scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, with the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of
the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed.

[0012] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided terminal equip-
ment, including:

a second receiving unit configured to receive a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a measurement result
of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for scaling an offset
value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell, notified by a base
station of the serving cell;
wherein the first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the second scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, with the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of
the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
a first selecting unit configured to select a corresponding scaling factor from the first scaling factor set and/or the
second scaling factor set, according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
a first scaling unit configured to scale the evaluation result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using
the scaling factor selected by the first selecting unit, so as to obtain a scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation
results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell; and
a reselecting unit configured to reselect a cell by using the scaled evaluation result(s).

[0013] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a method for
triggering a measurement report, including:

notifying, by a base station, terminal equipment of a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a
serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the
more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed.

[0014] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a method for
selecting a cell, including:

notifying, by a base station, terminal equipment of a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a
serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the
more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
receiving a measurement report including an unscaled measurement result/unscaled measurement results of the
serving cell and/or the neighboring cell, reported by terminal equipment; and
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selecting a target cell to which the terminal equipment is to be handed over according to the measurement report
and in negotiation with other network-side entities, and notifying the terminal equipment of information including the
selected target cell.

[0015] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a method for
triggering a measurement report, including:

receiving, by terminal equipment, a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a serving cell, and/or
a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified by a base station of the
serving cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the
more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor set, according
to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
scaling the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using the selected scaling factor,
so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring
cell;
judging whether a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds is satisfied by using the scaled
measurement result; and
reporting an unscaled measurement result to the base station, if the triggering condition is satisfied.

[0016] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a method for
selecting a cell, including:

receiving, by terminal equipment, a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a serving cell, and/or
a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified by a base station of the
serving cell; wherein the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor
set includes one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and
each of the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor set, according
to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
scaling the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using the selected scaling factor,
so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring
cell;
judging whether a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds is satisfied by using the scaled
measurement result;
reporting an unscaled measurement result to the base station, if the triggering condition is satisfied;
receiving information including a selected target cell, fed back by the base station according to the measurement
result(s); and
determining a target cell to be handed over according to the information.

[0017] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a base station,
including:

a second notifying unit configured to notify terminal equipment of a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement
result of a serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the
more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed.

[0018] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a base station,
including:

a third notifying unit configured to notify terminal equipment of a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement
result of a serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the
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more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
a fifth receiving unit configured to receive a measurement report including an unscaled measurement result/unscaled
measurement results of the serving cell and/or neighboring cell, reported by terminal equipment; and
a selecting unit configured to select a target cell to which the terminal equipment is to be handed over according to
the measurement report(s) and in negotiation with other network-side entities, and notify the terminal equipment of
the information including the selected target cell.

[0019] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided terminal equip-
ment, including:

a sixth receiving unit configured to receive a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a serving
cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified by a base
station of the serving cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the
more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
a second selecting unit configured to select a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and/or
the fourth scaling factor set, according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
a second scaling unit configured to scale the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell
by using the selected scaling factor, so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement results of
the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell;
a first judging unit configured to judge whether a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds is
satisfied by using the scaled measurement result; and
a first reporting unit configured to report an unscaled measurement result/unscaled measurement results of the
serving cell and/or the neighboring cell to the base station, if the judgment result of the first judging unit is that the
triggering condition is satisfied.

[0020] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided terminal equip-
ment, including:

a seventh receiving unit configured to receive a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a serving
cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified by a base
station of the serving cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the
more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
a third selecting unit configured to select a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and/or the
fourth scaling factor set, according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
a third scaling unit configured to scale the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by
using the selected scaling factor, so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement results of the
serving cell and/or the neighboring cell;
a second judging unit configured to judge whether a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds is
satisfied by using the scaled measurement result;
a second reporting unit configured to report an unscaled measurement result to the base station, if the judgment
result of the second judging unit is that the triggering condition is satisfied;
an eighth receiving unit configured to receive information including a selected target cell, fed back by the base station
according to the measurement result(s); and
a handover unit configured to determine a target cell to be handed over according to the information.

[0021] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a computer-
readable program, wherein when the program is executed in a base station, the program enables a computer to carry
out the method for selecting cell as described above in the base station.
[0022] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a storing medium
in which a computer-readable program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables a computer to carry
out the method for selecting cell as described above in a base station.
[0023] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a computer-
readable program, wherein when the program is executed in user equipment, the program enables a computer to carry
out the method for selecting cell as described above in the user equipment.
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[0024] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a storing medium
in which a computer-readable program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables a computer to carry
out the method for selecting cell as described above in user equipment.
[0025] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a computer-
readable program, wherein when the program is executed in a base station, the program enables a computer to carry
out the method for triggering measurement report as described above in the base station.
[0026] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a storing medium
in which a computer-readable program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables a computer to carry
out the method for triggering measurement report as described above in a base station.
[0027] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a computer-
readable program, wherein when the program is executed in user equipment, the program enables a computer to carry
out the method for triggering measurement report as described above in the user equipment.
[0028] According to still another aspect of the embodiments of the present invention, there is provided a storing medium
in which a computer-readable program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables a computer to carry
out the method for triggering measurement report as described above in user equipment.
[0029] The advantage of the embodiments of the present invention resides in that a scaling factor set/scaling factor
sets is/are set in the method, and a scaling factor/scaling factors in the scaling factor set(s) correspond(s) to different
moving speeds, thereby not only a cell size but also an effect of a speed of the terminal equipment to its mobility process
being taken into account, making a high-speed terminal receive a service in the macro cell, and making a normal-speed
terminal receive a service in a relatively small cell. In this way, the system is wholly improved with respect to spectrum
utilization, and guarantees service quality of users.
[0030] With reference to the following description and drawings, the particular embodiments of the present invention
are disclosed in detail, and the principle of the present invention and the manners of use are indicated. It should be
understood that the scope of the embodiments of the present invention is not limited thereto. The embodiments of the
present invention contain many alternations, modifications and equivalents within the spirits and scope of the terms of
the appended claims.
[0031] Features that are described and/or illustrated with respect to one embodiment may be used in the same way
or in a similar way in one or more other embodiments and/or in combination with or instead of the features of the other
embodiments.
[0032] It should be emphasized that the term "includes/including/comprises/comprising" when used in this specification
is taken to specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps or components but does not preclude the presence
or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, components or groups thereof.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0033] The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will be apparent from the
following detailed description in conjunction with the drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a triggering event and TTT;
Figure 2 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 1 of the present invention;
Figure 3 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 2 of the present invention;
Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the base station of Embodiment 3 of the present invention;
Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of a mobile phone used as an example of terminal equipment;
Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the terminal equipment of Embodiment 4 of the present invention;
Figure 7 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 5 of the present invention;
Figure 8 shows the method for triggering a measurement report of Embodiment 6 of the present invention;
Figure 9 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 7 of the present invention;
Figure 10 is a flowchart of the method for triggering a measurement report of Embodiment 8 of the present invention;
Figure 11 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 9 of the present invention;
Figure 12 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the base station of Embodiment 10 of the present invention;
Figure 13 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the base station of Embodiment 11 of the present invention;
Figure 14 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the terminal equipment of Embodiment 12 of the present invention;
Figure 15 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the terminal equipment of Embodiment 13 of the present invention;
Figure 16 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 14 of the present invention; and
Figure 17 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 15 of the present invention.
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Detailed Description

[0034] Various embodiments of the present invention shall be described below with reference to the accompanying
drawings. These embodiments are illustrative only and are not intended to limit the present invention. For easy under-
standing of the principle and embodiments of the present invention by those skilled in the art, the embodiments of the
present invention shall be described taking that terminal equipment in an LTE/LTE-A system performs cell reselection
and handover as an example. However, it should be understood that the present invention is not limited to such a
system/systems, and is applicable to other systems relating to that terminal equipment performs cell reselection and
handover.
[0035] A handover process of terminal equipment in an existing connected mode shall be described first.
[0036] In the connected mode, in order to ensure correct triggering of handover, the terminal equipment needs to
perform measurement of radio resource management (RRM). If the measurement result always satisfies a certain
condition (referred to as a triggering condition of an event) within a specified period of time (referred to as a time to
trigger (TTT)), the terminal equipment will report the measurement result to a base station. The base station may decide
whether to start a handover process according to the measurement result.
[0037] In 36.331 (V10.2.0) of 3GPP protocol, eight events are specified for a system: A1-A6 and B1-B2, which are
used for configuring triggering events of a measurement result reported by terminal equipment.
[0038] For example, Fig. 1 is a schematic diagram of a triggering event and TTT. As shown in Fig. 1, the triggering
event is defined as: a neighboring cell is better than a threshold (i.e. event A4). Corresponding to such an event, an
entrance condition and an exit condition are defined: 

where, Mn is a measurement result of a neighboring cell, taking no offset value into account; Ofn is a frequency offset
to which a frequency of the neighboring cell corresponds; Ocn is a cell offset to which the neighboring cell corresponds;
Hys is a hysteresis value to which this event corresponds; and Thresh is a threshold value to which this event corresponds.
In this event, the terminal equipment first judges whether a scaled measurement result of the neighboring cell satisfies
the entrance condition, i.e. formula (1). If the entrance condition is satisfied, and is satisfied during the whole TTT, a
measurement report shall be triggered, reporting the measurement result of the neighboring cell to the base station.
[0039] Different setting of a triggering event may affect measurement results of which of the cells can be reported by
the terminal equipment to a network side, thereby indirectly affecting selection by the network side of a target cell to be
handed over. And at the same time, as the terminal equipment is movable, different setting of a triggering event may
affect TTT of a measurement report, thereby affecting the time of occurrence of handover. Reasonable setting of a
triggering event is helpful to reasonable selection of a target cell to be handed over and timely handover.
[0040] Likewise, in the idle mode, when the terminal equipment performs cell reselection, the terminal equipment
needs also to measure a neighboring base station, so as to judge whether a neighboring cell is reselected to. The
terminal equipment may reselect to a neighboring cell only when the measurement estimation result of the neighboring
cell is better than that of the current serving cell within the whole reselection time (i.e. Treselection). In performing estimation
on a serving cell and a neighboring cell at the same frequency or a cell of the same priority at a different frequency, the
estimation needs to be performed as per the following R rules: 

where, RS is a result of estimation performed by the terminal equipment to the serving cell, Qmeas,s is a result of reference
signal receiving power (RSRP) measurement performed by the terminal equipment to the serving cell, QHyst is hysteresis
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of the measurement result, Qmeas,n is a result of RSRP measurement performed by the terminal equipment to the
neighboring cell, and Qoffset is an offset of the measurement result of the neighboring cell.
[0041] When the neighboring cell is a cell at the same frequency and there exists an offset (i.e. Qoffsets,n) for each
neighboring cell, the offset of the neighboring cell is Qoffsets,n; and if the system is not configured with effective Qoffsets,n,
the offset of the neighboring cell is 0. And when the neighboring cell is a cell at a different frequency, if there exists an
offset (i.e. Qoffsets,n) for each neighboring cell, the offset of the neighboring cell is a sum of the offset (Qoffset frequency)
for each frequency and the offset (Qoffsets,n) for neighboring cell; and if there exists no offset (Qoffsets,n) for neighboring
cell, the offset of the neighboring cell is the offset (Qoffset frequency) for each frequency. After evaluating the serving cell
and the neighboring cell according to formulae (3) and (4), the terminal equipment performs sorting according to an
evaluation result; and when an evaluation result of a new cell is better than that of the serving cell during the whole
reselection time (i.e. Treselection), that is, Rn is greater than Rs, if the terminal equipment has camped in the current
serving cell for more than 1 seconds, the terminal equipment will reselect to a new cell of a best evaluation result.
[0042] Furthermore, in the idle mode, for neighboring cells at frequencies of different priorities, including neighboring
cells of different communication systems, in cell reselection, it is first judged whether a neighboring cell satisfies a cell
reselection condition. The judgment is mainly performed by comparing a measurement value of the current serving cell
with a measurement value of the neighboring cell. If there exist several cells at frequencies of different priorities satisfying
the cell reselection condition, sorting needs to be performed first according to the frequency priorities, and cells at
frequencies of higher priorities have higher priorities in cell reselection; and then, if the frequency of a highest priority is
an evolved UMTS terrestrial radio access network (E-UTRAN) frequency, the cells at the frequency of the highest priority
shall be sorted according to the R rules; and if the frequency of a highest priority is another system frequency, estimation
is performed according to an estimation rule corresponding to the system frequency.
[0043] In a protocol, in order to overcome the effect of the moving speed of terminal equipment to its mobility, it is
further provided that a moving process may be adjusted according to the moving speed of the terminal equipment, mainly
adjusting TTT concerned in a handover process and QHyst and Treselection in a cell reselection process. In particular, first,
the terminal equipment will detect whether its moving status is in "high speed", "intermediate speed" or "normal speed"
by using a terminal speed detection method. And at the same time, a base station will broadcast a set of factors (including
factors corresponding to the high speed and the intermediate speed) for scaling QHyst and Treselection, and will notify the
terminal equipment of a set of factors (including factors corresponding to the high speed and the intermediate speed)
for scaling TTT via specific signaling. After obtaining a corresponding scaling factor set, the terminal equipment may
adjust a moving process according to the moving status of itself, multiplying the TTT in the handover process by a
corresponding scaling factor (the value of the factor being not greater than 1), adding a corresponding scaling factor
(the value of the factor being not greater than 0) to QHyst in the reselection process, and multiplying Treselection in the
reselection process by a corresponding scaling factor (the value of the factor being not greater than 1).
[0044] It can be seen from above that during the movement of the terminal equipment, only the effect of the speed of
the terminal equipment on the moving process is taken into account. And scaling of Treselection and TTT can only affect
a time of handover/cell reselection, and scaling of QHyst can also only affect evaluation of the serving cell, both of which
being unable to affect a target cell to be handed over or a reselected cell.
[0045] An effect of a cell size is not taken into account in the above processes. In a heterogeneous network, a cell
size changes much. If high-speed terminal equipment is made to receive a service of a cell of a relatively small size
(such as a pico cell, a remote radio head, and a relay, etc.), the high-speed terminal equipment needs to perform handover
or cell reselection frequently, thereby being prone to resulting in call drop or service interruption. If normal-speed terminal
equipment is made to receive a service of a macro cell, the terminal equipment will occupy a resource of the macro cell,
resulting in reduction of utilization of whole resources.
[0046] Hence, in order to solve the above problem, an embodiment of the present invention provides a more reasonable
method for selecting a cell, that is, making high-speed terminal equipment receive a service in a macro cell, and making
normal-speed terminal equipment receive a service in a cell of a relatively small size. In this way, the system not only
is wholly improved with respect to spectrum utilization, but also guarantees service quality of users.
[0047] Embodiments of the present invention shall be described in detail below with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0048] The method for reselecting a cell in an idle mode shall be described below with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0049] Fig. 2 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 1 of the present invention. As shown in
Fig 2, at a network side, the method includes:

step 201: notifying, by a base station, terminal equipment of a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis QHyst of
a measurement result of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell;

[0050] in this embodiment, the base station is a base station of a primary serving cell of the terminal equipment, and
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the measurement result may be, for example, a measurement result of reference signal receiving power (RSRP);
[0051] in this embodiment, for each cell, the first scaling factor set may include one or more scaling factors; and for
the case where one scaling factor is included, the scaling factor corresponds to a predefined moving speed, for example,
it corresponds to a high speed or an intermediate speed, and the scaling factors to which other speeds correspond may
be defaulted as 0; and for the case where more than one scaling factors are included, each of the more than one scaling
factors corresponds to a different moving speed, respectively; for example, a high speed or intermediate speed corre-
sponds to a different scaling factor, respectively, and in this case, the scaling factor corresponding to a normal speed
may be defaulted as 0; and three scaling factors corresponding respectively to a high speed, an intermediate speed and
a normal speed may also be included;
[0052] furthermore, the type of the scaling factor(s) included in the first scaling factor set may be scaling factor(s) (q
- HystSFfrequency) for the frequency of the serving cell, that is, scaling factor sets are identical only if the scaling factor(s)
is/are at the same frequency; or the scaling factor(s) included in the first scaling factor set may be scaling factor(s) (q-
HystSFcell) for each cell, that is, different cells have different scaling factors, no matter whether their frequencies are
identical; or the above two types of scaling factors, i.e. scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the serving cell and the
scaling factor(s) for each cell, may be included in the first scaling factor set at the same time;
the above scaling factor set may be set by an operator as actually required; for example, in network deployment by the
operator, if cell sizes are different at different frequencies, but cell sizes are substantially the same at the same frequency,
scaling factor(s) for the frequency (frequencies) may be set; and in network deployment by the operator, if cell sizes are
largely different at the same frequency, scaling factors for different cells are needed; of course, the two types of scaling
factors may be present at the same time. In setting a value of a scaling factor, an effect of a cell size on the scaling
factor needs to be taken into account, and the scaling factor may be greater than 0 (a value of the scaling factor q -
HystSFcell for QHyst in a current protocol is not more than 0 and is only for the serving cell), and may also be less than
0, that is, the scaling factor(s) included in the first scaling factor set may be an arbitrary value/values; for example, if a
cell size is relatively large, the faster the speed of the terminal equipment is, the greater the scaling factor(s) is/are; and
when the cell size is relatively small, the faster the speed of the terminal equipment is, the smaller the scaling factor(s)
is/are.
[0053] In this embodiment, a cell of a larger size generally refers to a macro cell, and a cell of a smaller size generally
refers to a pico cell, a radio remote head, a relay, or a home cell, etc.;
in this embodiment, the speed of the terminal equipment is generally determined by an operator; for example, the operator
may preset 2 threshold values, and the first one is greater than the second one; when the number of times of handover
of the terminal equipment exceeds the first threshold value in a certain period of time, the moving speed of the terminal
equipment is a high speed; when the moving speed of the terminal equipment is between the first threshold value and
the second threshold value, the moving speed of the terminal equipment is an intermediate speed; and when the moving
speed of the terminal equipment is less than the second threshold value, the moving speed of the terminal equipment
is a normal speed; wherein, the first threshold value and the second threshold value may be set as actually required by
the network; for example, the first threshold value may be 20, and the second threshold value may be 10, and they may
also be set as corresponding values as actually required;
step 202: notifying, by the base station, the terminal equipment of a second scaling factor set for scaling an offset value
Qoffset of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell;
wherein, the measurement result may be, for example, a measurement result of reference signal receiving power (RSRP),
and the second scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors; for the case where one scaling factor is included,
the scaling factor corresponds to a predefined moving speed, for example, it corresponds to a high speed or an inter-
mediate speed, and the scaling factors to which other speeds correspond may be defaulted as 0; and for the case where
more than one scaling factors are included, each of the more than one scaling factors corresponds to a different moving
speed, respectively; for example, a high speed or intermediate speed corresponds to a different scaling factor, respec-
tively, and in this case, the scaling factor corresponding to a normal speed may be deemed as 0; and three scaling
factors corresponding respectively to a high speed, an intermediate speed and a normal speed may also be included;
furthermore, the scaling factor(s) included in the second scaling factor set may be scaling factor(s) (q - OffsetSFfrequency)
for the frequency of a neighboring cell, that is, scaling factor sets are identical only if the scaling factor(s) is/are at the
same frequency; or the scaling factor(s) included in the second scaling factor set may be scaling factor(s) (q - OffsetSFcell)
for each cell, that is, different cells have different scaling factors, no matter whether their frequencies are identical; or
the above two types of scaling factors, i.e. scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the neighboring cell and the scaling
factor(s) for each cell, may be included in the second scaling factor set at the same time;
the above scaling factor set may be set by an operator as actually required; for example, in network deployment by the
operator, if cell sizes are different at different frequencies, but cell sizes are substantially the same at the same frequency,
scaling factor(s) for the frequency (frequencies) may be set; and in network deployment by the operator, if cell sizes are
largely different at the same frequency, scaling factors for different cells are needed; of course, the two types of scaling
factors may be present at the same time; in setting a value of a scaling factor, an effect of a cell size on the scaling factor
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needs to be taken into account, and the scaling factor may be greater than, equal to or less than 0, that is, it may be an
arbitrary value; for example, if a cell size is relatively large, the faster the speed of the terminal equipment is, the greater
the scaling factor(s) is/are; and when the cell size is relatively small, the faster the speed of the terminal equipment is,
the smaller the scaling factor(s) is/are.
[0054] In the above embodiment, steps 201 and 202 may not be executed orderly, they may be executed in order or
at the same time, and one of them may be execute, for example, step 202 is executed, but step 201 is not.
[0055] In this embodiment, the method may further include a step of: receiving, by the base station, the first scaling
factor set and/or the second scaling factor set transmitted by a network-side functional entity;
wherein, the scaling factors in the first scaling factor set and the second scaling factor set may be set by the network-
side functional entity and transmitted to the base station. The network-side functional entity may be a base station of a
neighboring cell at the network side, and may also be a network-side management functional entity, etc.
[0056] Furthermore, in notifying the terminal equipment of the above scaling factor sets by the base station, after
receiving the above scaling factor sets, the terminal equipment may select a corresponding scaling factor according to
a moving status of the terminal equipment, determine a scaled cell evaluation result by using the scaling factor, and
perform cell reselection according to the evaluation result.
[0057] Fig. 3 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 2 of the present invention. As shown in
Fig 3, at a terminal equipment side, the method includes:

step 301: receiving, by terminal equipment, a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a measurement result
of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for scaling an offset
value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell, notified by a base
station of the serving cell;
in this embodiment, the measurement result may be, for example, a measurement result of reference signal receiving
power (RSRP), the first scaling factor set is as described in step 201 in Embodiment 1, and the second scaling factor
set is as described in step 202 in Embodiment 1, which shall not be described herein any further;
step 302: selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor
set according to a moving status of the terminal equipment;
in this embodiment, the moving status of the terminal equipment refers to an estimated value of a moving speed of
the terminal equipment, which may be obtained by using any existing technique, and shall not be described herein
any further; for example, the moving speed of the terminal equipment may be detected as a high speed, an inter-
mediate speed or a normal speed, as described in Embodiment 1; in this way, the terminal equipment may select
a corresponding scaling factor from the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor set according to its
moving status;
when the first or the second scaling factor sets include only a scaling factor to which one moving speed corresponds,
it is deemed that the scaling factors to which other moving speeds correspond are 0; hence, in such a case, the
terminal equipment may still select a corresponding scaling factor according to the moving speed;
step 303: scaling an evaluation result/evaluation results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using the
selected scaling factor, so as to obtain a scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation results of the serving cell and/or
the neighboring cell;
in this embodiment, the selected scaling factor and the evaluation result/scaled evaluation results are added up, so
as to obtain a scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell; for
example, the selected scaling factor is added to formulae (3) and (4), so as to obtain a scaled evaluation result/scaled
evaluation results, the scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation results may be expressed by formulae (5) and (6)
below: 

where, RS’ denotes the scaled evaluation result of the serving cell, Rn’ denotes the scaled evaluation result of the
neighboring cell, (q - HystSF) denotes the scaling factor for scaling QHyst selected by the terminal equipment, and
(q - OffsetSF) denotes the scaling factor for scaling Qoffset selected by the terminal equipment;
in a scaling factor set, when the scaling factor is only a scaling factor for a frequency or a scaling factor for different
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cells, the value of the scaling factor (q-HystSF) is (q - HystSFfrequency) or (q - HystSFcell), and the value of the scaling
factor (q - OffsetSF) is (q - OffsetSFfrequency) or (q - OffsetSFcell);
in a scaling factor set, when the scaling factor is a scaling factor for a frequency and for different cells, the value of
the scaling factor (q - HystSF) is (q - HystSFfrequency) + (q - HystSFcell), and the value of the scaling factor (q -
OffsetSF) is (q - OffsetSFfrequency)+(q-OffsetSFcell);
step 304: performing cell reselection by using the scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation results;
in this embodiment, similar to the relevant art, the terminal equipment may sort the scaled evaluation result/scaled
evaluation results, and when an evaluation result of a new cell within a whole reselection time (Treselection) is better
than an evaluation result of the serving cell and the terminal equipment has camped on the current serving cell for
more than 1 seconds, the terminal equipment needs to reselect to a new cell with a best evaluation result.

[0058] It can be seen from the above embodiment that in step 301, the terminal equipment may receive only the first
scaling factor set or only the second scaling factor set, or may receive the first scaling factor set and the second scaling
factor set, and corresponding selection and scaling are performed in steps 302 and 303 accordingly.
[0059] It can be seen from the above embodiment that the base station notifies the terminal equipment of scaling
factor set(s), for each cell, each scaling factor in the scaling factor set(s) corresponding to different move statuses; the
terminal equipment may select a corresponding scaling factor according to its moving status to scale an evaluation
result/evaluation results of the serving cell and/or a neighboring cell, and then perform cell reselection according to the
scaled evaluation result/evaluation results. In this way, the base station needs no to notify the terminal equipment of
sizes of the neighboring cell and the serving cell, making signaling overhead relatively low; and a reselected cell in the
cell reselection may be optimized, thereby enabling faster terminal equipment to select more relatively large cells, slower
terminal equipment to select relatively small cells, and avoiding call drop or service interruption. Therefore, the system
not only is wholly improved with respect to spectrum utilization, but also guarantees service quality of users, solving the
above problems existed in the relevant art.
[0060] A person of ordinary skill in the art may understand that all or part of the steps in the method carrying out the
above embodiment may be carried out by related hardware instructed by a program. The program may be stored in a
computer-readable storage medium. And when being executed, the program may include all or part of the steps in the
method in the above embodiment, and the storage medium may include an ROM, an RAM, a floppy disc, and a compact
disc, etc.
[0061] Embodiments of the present invention further provide a base station and terminal equipment, as described in
the embodiments below. As the principles of the base station and terminal equipment for solving problems are similar
to those of the above methods for selecting a cell based on a base station and terminal equipment, the implementation
of the methods may be referred to for the implementation of the a base station and terminal equipment, and the repeated
parts shall not be described any further.
[0062] Fig. 4 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the base station of Embodiment 3 of the present invention. As
shown in Fig. 4, the base station includes a first notifying unit 401; wherein,
the first notifying unit 401 is configured to notify terminal equipment of a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of
a measurement result of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for
scaling an offset value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell;
wherein, the first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the second scaling factor set includes one
or more scaling factors, with the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the more
scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed.
[0063] In this embodiment, the first scaling factor set and the second scaling factor set are similar to those described
in steps 201 and 202 in Embodiment 1, which shall not be described herein any further.
[0064] In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 4, the base station further includes a first receiving unit 402 configured
to receive the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor set transmitted by a network-side functional entity.
Furthermore, a storage unit (not shown) is included, which is configured to store the above first scaling factor set and/or
the second scaling factor set;
wherein, the network-side functional entity may be a base station of any neighboring cell at the network side, and may
also be a network-side management functional entity, etc.
[0065] Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram of a mobile phone used as an example of terminal equipment. Examples of the
terminal equipment are not limited to a mobile phone. And the terminal equipment may also be any devices capable of
communicating, such as a game player, a PDA, and a portable computer, etc.
[0066] As shown in Fig. 5, the mobile phone 100 may be a flip-lid phone having a flip lid 501 movable between an
open position and a closed position. In Fig. 5, the flip lid 501 is shown as being in the open position. It should understood
that the mobile phone 100 may also be of other structures, such as a "bar phone" or a "slide-lip phone" structure.
[0067] The mobile phone 100 may include a display 502. The display 502 displays such information to a user as an
operational state, time, phone number, telephone directory information, and various menus, etc., so that the user is
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enabled to use various characteristics of the mobile phone 100. The display 502 may also be used to visibly display
contents received by the mobile phone 100 and/or retrieved from a memory (not shown) of the mobile phone 100. The
display 502 may be used to display images, videos and other graphics to a user, such as photos, mobile TV contents
and videos related to games, etc.
[0068] A keyboard 503 provides multiple user input operations. For example, the keyboard 503 may include an alpha-
numeric key permitting input of alphanumeric information (such as a phone number, a phone list, telephone directory
information, a notebook, and a text, etc.). Furthermore, the keyboard 503 may include specific functional keys 504, such
as a "call transmit" key to initiate a call or respond a call, and a "call end" key to end or "hang up" a call. The specific
functional keys may further include a menu navigation key and a selection key on the menu of the display 502 for
convenient navigation. For example, a pointing device and/or a navigation key may be provided to receive directional
input from a user. Furthermore, the display 502 and the keyboard 503 may be combined in use for carrying out a function
of a soft key. The mobile phone 100 may further include parts necessary for carrying out its functions, such as an antenna,
a microcontroller, a loudspeaker 505, and a microphone 506, etc.
[0069] Fig. 6 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the terminal equipment of Embodiment 4 of the present invention.
As terminal equipment of the embodiment of the present invention, as shown in Fig. 6, the terminal equipment includes
a second receiving unit 601, a first selecting unit 602, a first scaling unit 603 and a reselecting unit 604; wherein,
the second receiving unit 601 is configured to receive a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a measurement
result of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for scaling an offset
value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell, notified by a base
station of the serving cell; wherein the first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the second scaling
factor set includes one or more scaling factors, with the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed,
and each of the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
the first selecting unit 602 is configured to select a corresponding scaling factor from the first scaling factor set and/or
the second scaling factor set according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
the first scaling unit 603 is configured to scale the evaluation result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by
using the scaling factor selected by the first selecting unit 602, so as to obtain a scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation
results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell; and
the reselecting unit 604 is configured to reselect a cell by using the scaled evaluation result(s).
[0070] In the above embodiment, the first scaling factor set and the second scaling factor set are as described in steps
201 and 202 in Embodiment 1, which shall not be described herein any further.
[0071] The first selecting unit 602 may select a corresponding scaling factor according to a moving speed of the
terminal equipment, and a particular manner of selection is as described in step 302 in Embodiment 2, which shall not
be described herein any further.
[0072] A particular manner of scaling the estimation result by the first scaling unit 603 is as described in step 303 in
Embodiment 2, which shall not be described herein any further.
[0073] A particular manner of performing cell reselection by the reselecting unit 604 is as described in step 304 in
Embodiment 2, which shall not be described herein any further.
[0074] In this way, the base station may receive a scaling factor set/scaling factor sets configured by the network side,
and notify the terminal equipment of the scaling factor set(s), each scaling factor in the scaling factor set(s) corresponding
to different move statuses; the terminal equipment may select a corresponding scaling factor according to its moving
status after receiving the scaling factor set(s) to scale an evaluation result/evaluation results of the serving cell and/or
a neighboring cell, and then perform cell reselection according to the scaled evaluation result/evaluation results. In this
way, the base station needs no to notify the terminal equipment of sizes of the neighboring cell and the serving cell,
making signaling overhead relatively low; and a reselected cell in the cell reselection may be optimized, thereby enabling
faster terminal equipment to select more relatively large cells, slower terminal equipment to select relatively small cells,
and avoiding call drop or service interruption. Therefore, the system not only is wholly improved with respect to spectrum
utilization, but also guarantees service quality of users, solving the above problems existed in the relevant art.
[0075] Examples of application of the method for selecting a cell shall be explained below with reference to the
accompanying drawings. The explanation shall be given taking that the scaling factor set(s) include(s) three scaling
factor corresponding to a high speed, an intermediate speed and a normal speed, as examples.
[0076] Fig. 7 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 5 of the present invention. As shown in
Fig. 7, the method includes:

step 701: receiving, by the base station, the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor set, transmitted
by the network-side functional entity;
in this embodiment, the first notifying unit 401 of the base station receives the first scaling factor set and/or the
second scaling factor set transmitted by the network-side functional entity;
wherein, the first scaling factor set and the second scaling factor set are set by the network-side functional entity
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and are transmitted to the base station; for example, the network-side functional entity may be a base station of a
neighboring cell, etc.;
in this embodiment, the first scaling factor set and the second scaling factor set may be set as per actual network
deployment, and a setting manner is as described in Embodiment 1;
for example, in setting the first scaling factor set, in network deployment by the operator, if cell sizes are different
at different frequencies, but cell sizes are substantially the same at the same frequency, scaling factor(s) (q -
HystSFfrequency) for the frequency (frequencies) may be set; and in network deployment by the operator, if cell sizes
are largely different at the same frequency, scaling factors (q - HystSFcell) for different cells are needed; of course,
the two types of scaling factors may be present at the same time; for example, when neighboring cells are at different
frequencies, sizes of cells at some frequencies are substantially the same, and q - HystSFfrequency is used; and
sizes of cells at some frequencies change much, and q - HystSFcell is used;
for example, in setting the second scaling factor set, in network deployment by the operator, if cell sizes are different
at different frequencies, but cell sizes are substantially the same at the same frequency, scaling factor(s) (q -
QoffsetSFfrequency) for the frequency (frequencies) may be set; and in network deployment by the operator, if cell
sizes are largely different at the same frequency, scaling factors (q - QoffsetSFcell) for different cells are needed; of
course, the two types of scaling factors may be present at the same time; for example, when neighboring cells are
at different frequencies, sizes of cells at some frequencies are substantially the same, and q - HystSFfrequency is
used; and sizes of cells at some frequencies change much, and q - HystSFcell is used;
in this embodiment, for example, in the first and second scaling factor sets, in setting a value of a scaling factor, an
effect of a cell size on the scaling factor needs to be taken into account, and the scaling factor q - HystSF may be
an arbitrary value, and the scaling factor q - QoffsetSF may be an arbitrary value;
for example, if a cell size is relatively large, the faster the speed of the terminal equipment is, the greater the scaling
factor is; and if the cell size is relatively small, the faster the speed of the terminal equipment is, the smaller the
scaling factor is,
step 702: notifying the terminal equipment of the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor set by the
first notifying unit 401 of the base station;
in this way, the second receiving unit 601 of the terminal equipment receives the first scaling factor set and/or the
second scaling factor set transmitted by the first notifying unit 401.
step 703: selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor
set by the first selecting unit 602 according to the moving status of the terminal equipment, after the terminal
equipment receives the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor set;
in this embodiment, for example, it can be detected that the moving status of the terminal equipment is at a high
speed, and the terminal equipment may select a scaling factor to which the high speed corresponds.
step 704: scaling the evaluation results of the serving cell and the neighboring cell by the first scaling unit 603 by
using the selected scaling factor, so as to obtain scaled evaluation results of the serving cell and the neighboring cell;
in this embodiment, the scaled evaluation results may be calculated by using the above formulae (5) and (6); wherein,
the scaling factor (q - HystSF) = (q - HystSFfrequency) + (q - HystSFcell), and the scaling factor (q - OffsetSF) = (q -
OffsetSFfrequency) + (q - OffSetSFcell).
step 705: performing cell reselection by the reselecting unit 604 by using the scaled evaluation results;
in this embodiment, it is similar to the relevant art, which shall not be described herein any further.

[0077] It can be seen from the above embodiment that the base station notifies the terminal equipment of the scaling
factor set(s), each scaling factor in the scaling factor set(s) corresponding to different move statuses; the terminal
equipment may select a corresponding scaling factor according to its moving status, and the base station needs no to
notify the terminal equipment of sizes of the neighboring cell and the serving cell, making signaling overhead relatively
low; and a reselected cell in the cell reselection may be optimized, thereby enabling faster terminal equipment to select
more relatively large cells, slower terminal equipment to select relatively small cells, and solving the above problems
existed in the relevant art.
[0078] The method for selecting a cell and a method for triggering a measurement report in a connected mode shall
be described below with reference to the accompanying drawings.
[0079] Fig. 8 shows the method for triggering a measurement report of Embodiment 6 of the present invention. As
shown in Fig. 8, at the network side, the method includes:

step 801: notifying, by a base station, terminal equipment of a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement
result of a serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of the
more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
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in this embodiment, the base station is a base station of a primary serving cell of the terminal equipment;
in this embodiment, the third scaling factor set and the fourth scaling factor set may include one scaling factor, which
corresponds to a moving speed; in such a case, scaling factors to which other moving speeds correspond may be
defaulted as 0; furthermore, they may also include more than one scaling factors, each corresponding to a different
moving speed, respectively; for example, a high speed or intermediate speed corresponds to a different scaling
factor, respectively, and in this case, the scaling factor corresponding to a normal speed may be deemed as 0; and
three scaling factors corresponding respectively to a high speed, an intermediate speed and a normal speed may
also be included;
furthermore, the scaling factor(s) included in the third scaling factor set may be scaling factor(s) for the frequency
of the serving cell, that is, scaling factor sets are identical only if the scaling factor(s) is/are at the same frequency;
or the scaling factor(s) included in the third scaling factor set may be scaling factor(s) for each cell, that is, different
cells have different scaling factor, no matter whether their frequencies are identical; or the above two types of scaling
factors, i.e. scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the serving cell and the scaling factor(s) for each cell, may be
included in the third scaling factor set at the same time;
the scaling factor(s) included in the fourth scaling factor set may be scaling factor(s) for the frequency of a neighboring
cell, that is, scaling factor sets are identical only if the scaling factor(s) is/are at the same frequency; or the scaling
factor(s) included in the fourth scaling factor set may be scaling factor(s) for each cell, that is, different cells have
different scaling factor, no matter whether their frequencies are identical; or the above two types of scaling factors,
i.e. scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the neighboring cell and the scaling factor(s) for each cell, may be included
in the fourth scaling factor set at the same time;
and the above third and fourth scaling factor sets may be set by an operator as actually required; for example, in
network deployment by the operator, if cell sizes are different at different frequencies, but cell sizes are substantially
the same at the same frequency, scaling factor(s) for the frequency (frequencies) may be set; and in network
deployment by the operator, if cell sizes are largely different at the same frequency, scaling factors for different cells
are needed; of course, the two types of scaling factors may be present at the same time; in setting a value of a
scaling factor, an effect of a cell size on the scaling factor needs to be taken into account, and the scaling factor
may be greater than, equal to or less than 0, that is, it may be an arbitrary value; for example, if a cell size is relatively
large, the faster the speed of the terminal equipment is, the greater the scaling factor(s) is/are; and when the cell
size is relatively small, the faster the speed of the terminal equipment is, the smaller the scaling factor(s) is/are;
wherein, the cell size and speed of the terminal equipment are as described in Embodiment 1, which shall not be
described herein any further.

[0080] In this embodiment, the method may further include: receiving, by the base station, the third scaling factor set
and/or the fourth scaling factor set transmitted by the network-side functional entity; wherein, the network-side functional
entity is as described above, which shall not be described herein any further.
[0081] In the above embodiment, in step 801, the base station may notify the terminal equipment of one of the third
scaling factor set and the fourth scaling factor set, or the third scaling factor set and the fourth scaling factor set, according
to a particular triggering event. For example, for the event A4, only the fourth scaling factor set needs to be notified; and
for the event A3, the third scaling factor set and the fourth scaling factor set need to be notified.
[0082] The terminal equipment may select a corresponding scale factor according to the moving status of its own after
receiving the scaling factor set notified by the base station, scale a measurement result of a cell, and judge whether a
certain condition (i.e. an entrance condition) is satisfied by using the scaled measurement result. If the entrance condition
of the event is satisfied within TTT, the terminal equipment reports a measurement report including a measurement
result to the base station; wherein, the measurement result included in the measurement report is the measurement
result before scaling, that is, a result of direct measurement of a signal.
[0083] In such a case, in this embodiment, the method may further include a step 802: receiving, by the base station,
a measurement report including an unscaled measurement result/unscaled measurement results of the serving cell
and/or the neighboring cell, reported by the terminal equipment. In this way, the base station may select a target cell to
be handed over for the terminal equipment.
[0084] Fig. 9 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 7 of the present invention. At the network
side, the method includes:

steps 901-902, which are similar to steps 801-802 in Embodiment 6, and shall not be described herein any further.

[0085] Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 9, the method may include step 903: negotiating, by the base station, with another
network-side entity according to the measurement report reported by the terminal equipment, so as to select a target
cell to be handed over for the terminal equipment and transmit the selected target cell to the terminal equipment; wherein,
this step is similar to the relevant art, and shall not be described herein any further. Furthermore, in transmitting the
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selected target cell to be handed over by the base station to the terminal equipment, related configuration information
may also be included.
[0086] Fig. 10 is a flowchart of the method for triggering a measurement report of Embodiment 8 of the present
invention. As shown in Fig. 10, at the terminal equipment side, the method includes:

step 1001: receiving, by terminal equipment, a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a serving
cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified by a base
station of the serving cell;
wherein, the third and fourth scaling factor sets are as described in Embodiment 6, and shall not be described herein
any further;
step 1002: selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor
set, according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
in this embodiment, the scaling factor set from which the scaling factor is selected is determined according to a
particular event, such as A1-A6, and B1 and B2, provided in an existing protocol;
step 1003: scaling the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using the selected
scaling factor, so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement results of the serving cell and/or
the neighboring cell;
step 1004: judging whether the scaled measurement result satisfies a triggering condition to which a triggering event
corresponds within predefined time; and executing step 1005 if it satisfies; otherwise, executing step 1006;
in this embodiment, the predefined time may be TTT;
step 1005: reporting a real measurement result/measurement results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell
to the base station, if in step 1004, the result of judgment is that the scaled measurement result(s) satisfies/satisfy
the triggering condition within the predefined time; and
step 1006: reporting no real measurement result/measurement results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring
cell to the base station, if in step 1004, the result of judgment is that not all the scaled measurement result(s)
satisfies/satisfy the triggering condition within the predefined time.

[0087] In the above embodiment, in step 1003, the terminal equipment may scale the measurement result(s) according
to the selected scaling factor; furthermore, the terminal equipment may further scale the measurement result(s) taking
original scale factors of the system and the selected scaling factor into account; for example, for the event A4, such as
that in formulae (1) and (2), the factor for scaling the measurement result(s) may further include: an frequency offset
Ofn to which the frequency of the neighboring cell corresponds, a cell offset Ocn to which the neighboring cell corresponds,
and a hysteresis value Hys to which this event corresponds. For different events, the original scale factors of the system
may be different.
[0088] Fig. 11 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 9 of the present invention. As shown in
Fig. 11, at the terminal equipment side, the method includes:

steps 1101-1106, which are similar to steps 1001-1006 in Embodiment 8, and shall not be described herein any
further. Furthermore, the method may include:

step 1107: receiving information including the selected target cell fed back by the base station according to the
measurement result(s);
in this embodiment, after the terminal equipment reports its real measurement result to the base station, the
base station selects a target cell that can be handed over and related configuration information for the terminal
equipment, with the process being similar to the relevant art, which shall not be described herein any further;
step 1108: determining the target cell to be handed over by the terminal equipment according to the fed back
information.

[0089] It can be seen from the above embodiment that the base station notifies the terminal equipment of scaling
factor set(s) when the terminal equipment is in the connected mode, each scaling factor in the scaling factor set(s)
corresponding to different move statuses; the terminal equipment may select a corresponding scaling factor according
to its moving status, and scale an measurement result/measurement results of the serving cell and/or a neighboring cell
by using the selected scaling factor, and when the scaled measurement result(s) satisfy/satisfies a triggering condition
of a triggering even within predefined time, the terminal equipment reports the measurement result(s), so that the base
station may select a target cell to be handed over for the terminal equipment. In this way, the base station needs no to
notify the terminal equipment of sizes of the neighboring cell and the serving cell, making signaling overhead relatively
low; and the terminal equipment is able to provide an optimized measurement result of a cell to the base station, so that
faster terminal equipment to select more relatively large cells, slower terminal equipment to select relatively small cells,
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solving the above problems existed in the relevant art.
[0090] A person of ordinary skill in the art may understand that all or part of the steps in the method carrying out the
above embodiment may be carried out by related hardware instructed by a program. The program may be stored in a
computer-readable storage medium. And when being executed, the program may include all or part of the steps in the
method in the above embodiment, and the storage medium may include an ROM, an RAM, a floppy disc, and a compact
disc, etc.
[0091] Embodiments of the present invention further provide a base station and terminal equipment, as described in
the embodiments below. As the principles of the base station and terminal equipment for solving problems are similar
to those of the above methods for triggering a measurement report based on a base station and terminal equipment,
the implementation of the methods may be referred to for the implementation of the a base station and terminal equipment,
and the repeated parts shall not be described any further.
[0092] Fig. 12 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the base station of Embodiment 10 of the present invention.
As shown in Fig. 12, the base station includes: a second notifying unit 1201 configured to notify terminal equipment of
a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling
a measurement result of a neighboring cell;
wherein, the third and fourth scaling factor sets are as described in Embodiment 8, and shall not be described herein
any further.
[0093] In this embodiment, as shown in Fig. 12, the base station may further include: a third receiving unit 1202
configured to receive the third scaling factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor set transmitted by a network-side functional
entity; wherein, the network-side functional entity is as described above, which shall not be described herein any further.
[0094] As shown in Fig. 12, the base station may further include: a fourth receiving unit 1203 configured to receive a
measurement report including an unscaled measurement result/unscaled measurement results of the serving cell and/or
the neighboring cell reported by the terminal equipment.
[0095] It can be seen from the above embodiment that when the terminal equipment is in the connected mode, the
base station notifies the terminal equipment of the scaling factor set(s). The terminal equipment may scale the meas-
urement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using the selected scaling factor. And when the scaled
measurement result(s) satisfy/satisfies a triggering condition of a triggering even within predefined time, the terminal
equipment reports the measurement result(s). In this way, the base station needs not to notify the terminal equipment
of the sizes of the neighboring cell and the serving cell.
[0096] Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the base station of Embodiment 11 of the present invention.
The base station includes a third notifying unit 1301, a fifth receiving unit 1302 and a selecting unit 1303; wherein,
the functions of the third notifying unit 1301 and the fifth receiving unit 1302 are similar to those of the second notifying
unit 1201 the fourth receiving unit 1203 in Embodiment 9, which shall not be described herein any further; furthermore,
the base station further includes a selecting unit 1303 configured to select a target cell to which the terminal equipment
is to be handed over according to the received measurement report(s) and in negotiation with other network-side entities,
and transmit the information including the selected target cell to the terminal equipment; furthermore, configuration
related to the target cell may also be transmitted to the terminal equipment.
[0097] Furthermore, the base station may include a receiving unit (not shown) configured to receive the third scaling
factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor set transmitted by a network-side functional entity; wherein, the network-side
functional entity may be as described above, and shall not be described herein any further.
[0098] It can be seen from the above embodiment that on the basis of Embodiment 10, the base station may transmit
the selected target cell and related configuration information to the terminal equipment, so that the terminal equipment
performs handover according to the information.
[0099] Fig. 14 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the terminal equipment of Embodiment 12 of the present
invention. As an embodiment of terminal equipment of the present invention, as shown in Fig. 14, the terminal equipment
includes: a sixth receiving unit 1401, a second selecting unit 1402, a second scaling unit 1403, a first judging unit 1404
and a first reporting unit 1405.
[0100] The sixth receiving unit 1401 is configured to receive a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result
of a serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified by a
base station of the serving cell; wherein the third scaling factor set and the fourth scaling factor set are as described in
Embodiment 8, and shall not be described herein any further.
[0101] The second selecting unit 1402 is configured to select a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling
factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor set according to the moving status of the terminal equipment.
[0102] The second scaling unit 1403 is configured to scale the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the
neighboring cell by using the selected scaling factor, so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement
results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell.
[0103] The first judging unit 1404 is configured to judge whether the scaled measurement result/scaled measurement
results satisfies/satisfy a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds within predefined time.
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[0104] The first reporting unit 1405 is configured to report the measurement result(s) to the base station, if the judgment
result of the first judging unit is yes.
[0105] In the above embodiment, besides scaling the measurement result(s) according to the selected scaling factor,
the second scaling unit 1403 may scale the measurement result(s) taking both original scaling factors and the selected
scaling factor into account. For example, for the event A4, such as that in formulae (1) and (2), the factor for scaling the
measurement result(s) may further include: an frequency offset Ofn to which the frequency of the neighboring cell
corresponds, a cell offset Ocn to which the neighboring cell corresponds, and a hysteresis value Hys to which this event
corresponds. For different events, the original scale factors of the system may be different.
[0106] Fig. 15 is a schematic diagram of the structure of the terminal equipment of Embodiment 13 of the present
invention. As an embodiment of terminal equipment of the present invention, as shown in Fig. 15, the terminal equipment
includes: a seventh receiving unit 1501, a third selecting unit 1502, a third scaling unit 1503, a second judging unit 1504,
a second reporting unit 1505, an eighth receiving unit 1506 and a handover unit 1507; wherein,
the functions of the seventh receiving unit 1501, the third selecting unit 1502, the third scaling unit 1503, the second
judging unit 1504 and the second reporting unit 1505 are similar to those of the sixth receiving unit 1401, the second
selecting unit 1402, the second scaling unit 1403, the first judging unit 1404 and the first reporting unit 1405 in Embodiment
12, and shall not be described herein any further.
[0107] As shown in Fig. 15, the eighth receiving unit 1506 is configured to receive information including the selected
target cell, fed back by the base station according to the measurement result(s) reported by the second reporting unit
1505; and the handover unit 1507 is configured to determine a target cell to be handed over according to the information.
[0108] It can be seen from the above embodiment that when the terminal equipment is in the connected mode, the
terminal equipment may select a corresponding scaling factor from the scaling factor set(s) notified by the base station
to scale the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell. In this way, the terminal equipment is
able to provide an optimized measurement result of a cell to the base station, so that faster terminal equipment is able
to select more relatively large cells, slower terminal equipment is able to select relatively small cells, thereby solving the
above problems existed in the relevant art.
[0109] Following description is given taking a particular event, such the event A3 provided in a protocol, and cell
handover, as examples. Although the method for triggering a measurement report is included in the method for selecting
a cell, to those skilled in the art, the method for triggering a measurement report may be taken as a separate embodiment.
[0110] As for the event A3, the triggering conditions of the event, that is, a current entrance condition and exit condition,
are as expressed by formulae (7) and (8): 

where, Mn is a measurement value of a neighboring cell, taking no offset value into account; Ofn is a frequency offset
to which the frequency of the neighboring cell corresponds; Ocn is a cell offset to which the neighboring cell corresponds;
Hys is a hysteresis value to which this event corresponds; Mp is a measurement value of a primary cell, taking no offset
value into account; Ofp is a frequency offset to which the frequency of the primary cell corresponds; Ocp is a cell offset
to which the primary cell corresponds; Off is a hysteresis value to which this event corresponds.
[0111] Fig. 16 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 14 of the present invention. Following
description is given with reference to Figs. 13 and 15. As shown in Fig. 16, the method includes:

step 1601: receiving by a receiving unit (not shown in Fig. 12) of the base station, the third scaling factor set and
the fourth scaling factor set transmitted by the network-side functional entity;
in this embodiment, as the terminal equipment is configured with the event A3, scaling factor sets need to be
configured for the serving cell and the neighboring cell at the network side;
and the scaling factors included in the third scaling factor set and the fourth scaling factor set are scaling factors
corresponding respectively to a high speed and an intermediate speed, and in such a case, a scaling factor corre-
sponding to a normal speed is deemed as 0;
in this embodiment, a scaling factor may be set for a frequency, and a scaling factor may be set for a cell; for example,
the scaling factor configured here is a scaling factor for a frequency;
step 1602: notify the terminal equipment of the third scaling factor set and the fourth scaling factor set by the third
notifying unit 1301 of the base station; in this way, the seventh receiving unit 1501 of the terminal equipment receives
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the third scaling factor set and the fourth scaling factor set;
step 1603: selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and the fourth scaling factor set
by the third selecting unit 1502 of the terminal equipment according to its moving status;
in this embodiment, the corresponding scaling factor may be selected according to its moving status;
step 1604: scaling the measurement results of the serving cell and the neighboring cell by using the selected scaling
factor by the third scaling unit 1503 of the terminal equipment, so as to obtain scaled measurement results of the
serving cell and the neighboring cell;
in this embodiment, original scaling factors are taken into account in scaling the measurement results by using the
selected scaling factor, that is, scaling the measurement results by using the selected scaling factor on the basis
that the system originally scales the measurement results; in this way, the selected scaling factors of the serving
cell and the neighboring cell may be added to the two sides of formulae (7) and (8), thereby obtaining scaled
measurement results of the serving cell and the neighboring cell, respectively; taking formula (7) as an example,
the scaling factor of the neighboring cell is added to the left side of the formula, thereby obtain a scaled measurement
result of the neighboring cell, and the scaling factor of the serving cell is added to the right side of the formula,
thereby obtain a scaled measurement result of the neighboring cell;
step 1605: judging by the second judging unit 1504 of the terminal equipment by using the scaled measurement
results, whether the scaled measurement results satisfy a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds
within predefined time;
in this embodiment, the predefined time may be TTT;
this step may particularly be: judging according to the scaled measurement results, whether the scaled measurement
results satisfy the entrance condition of formula (7) or the exit condition of formula (8) within predefined time;
step 1606: reporting real unscaled measurement results by the second reporting unit 1505 of the terminal equipment
to the base station when the result of judgment is that the entrance condition of formula (7) is satisfied within the
TTT; in this way, the fifth receiving unit 1302 of the base station receives the measurement results.
steps 1607 and 1608: selecting by the selecting unit 1303 of the base station according to the measurement report
and in negotiation with other network-side entities, a target cell to be handed over for the terminal equipment, and
notifying the terminal equipment of information including the selected target cell;
in this embodiment, the selecting unit 1303 may judge the target cell to be handed over according to received signal
quality of each cell and other factors, such as a load of the cell, and in negotiation with other network-side entities,
such as a base station of a neighboring cell, taking them into account comprehensively, which is similar to the
relevant art, and shall not be described herein any further;
furthermore, configuration information related to the target cell may also be transmitted to the terminal equipment;
step 1609: determining the target cell to be handed over by the handover unit 1507 according to the information
after the eighth receiving unit 1506 of the terminal equipment receives the information;
for example, for the event A4, the current triggering condition of the event, i.e. the current entrance condition and
exit condition, is shown in formulae (1) and (2).

[0112] Fig. 17 is a flowchart of the method for selecting a cell of Embodiment 15 of the present invention. As shown
in Fig. 17, the method includes:

step 1701: receiving by a receiving unit (not shown in Fig. 12) of the base station, the fourth scaling factor set
transmitted by the network-side functional entity;
in this embodiment, as the terminal equipment is configured with the event A4, a scaling factor set needs to be
configured for the neighboring cell at the network side;
and the scaling factors included in the fourth scaling factor set are scaling factors corresponding respectively to a
high speed, an intermediate speed and a normal speed;
in this embodiment, a scaling factor may be set for a frequency, and a scaling factor may be set for a cell, or scaling
factor may be set for both of them; for example, the scaling factor configured here is a scaling factor for a frequency;
step 1702: notifying the terminal equipment of the fourth scaling factor set by the third notifying unit 1301 of the base
station; in this way, the seventh receiving unit 1501 of the terminal equipment receives the fourth scaling factor set;
step 1703: selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the fourth scaling factor set by the third selecting unit 1502
of the terminal equipment according to its moving status;
in this embodiment, the corresponding scaling factor may be selected according to its moving status;
step 1704: scaling the measurement result of the neighboring cell by using the selected scaling factor by the third
scaling unit 1503 of the terminal equipment, so as to obtain a scaled measurement result of the neighboring cell;
in this embodiment, the selected scaling factor of the neighboring cell may be added to the left sides of formulae
(1) and (2), thereby obtaining a scaled measurement result of the neighboring cell;
in this embodiment, original scaling factors, i.e. a frequency offset Ofn to which the frequency of the neighboring
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cell corresponds, a cell offset Ocn to which the neighboring cell corresponds, and a hysteresis value Hys to which
this event corresponds, are taken into account in scaling the measurement result;
step 1705: judging by the second judging unit 1504 of the terminal equipment by using the scaled measurement
result, whether the scaled measurement result satisfies a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds
within predefined time;
in this embodiment, the predefined time may be TTT;
this step may particularly be: judging according to the scaled measurement result, whether the scaled measurement
result satisfies the entrance condition of formula (1) or the exit condition of formula (2) within predefined time;
step 1706: reporting the measurement result by the second reporting unit 1505 of the terminal equipment to the
base station when the result of judgment is that the entrance condition is satisfied within the TTT; in this way, the
fifth receiving unit 1302 of the base station receives the measurement result;
steps 1707-1709 are similar to steps 1607-1609 shown in Fig. 16, and shall not be described herein any further;
likewise, events A5, A6, B1 and B2 provided in an existing protocol may use the above method, which shall not be
described herein any further.

[0113] An embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer-readable program, wherein when the
program is executed in a base station, the program enables a computer to carry out the method for selecting cell as
described in embodiments 1, 5, 7, 14 and 15 in the base station.
[0114] An embodiment of the present invention further provides a storing medium in which a computer-readable
program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables a computer to carry out the method for selecting
cell as described in embodiments 1, 5, 7, 14 and 15 in a base station.
[0115] An embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer-readable program, wherein when the
program is executed in terminal equipment, the program enables a computer to carry out the method for selecting cell
as described in embodiments 2, 5, 9, 14 and 15 in the terminal equipment.
[0116] An embodiment of the present invention further provides a storing medium in which a computer-readable
program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables a computer to carry out the method for selecting
cell as described in embodiments 2, 5, 9, 14 and 15 in terminal equipment.
[0117] An embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer-readable program, wherein when the
program is executed in a base station, the program enables a computer to carry out the method for triggering measurement
report as described in embodiments 6, 14 and 15 in the base station.
[0118] An embodiment of the present invention further provides a storing medium in which a computer-readable
program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables a computer to carry out the method for triggering
measurement report as described in embodiments 6, 14 and 15 in a base station.
[0119] An embodiment of the present invention further provides a computer-readable program, wherein when the
program is executed in terminal equipment, the program enables a computer to carry out the method for triggering
measurement report as described in embodiments 8, 14 and 15 in the terminal equipment.
[0120] An embodiment of the present invention further provides a storing medium in which a computer-readable
program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables a computer to carry out the method for triggering
measurement report as described in embodiments 8, 14 and 15 in terminal equipment.
[0121] The above apparatuses and methods of the present invention may be implemented by hardware, or by hardware
in combination with software. The present invention relates to such a computer-readable program that when the program
is executed by a logic device, the logic device is enabled to carry out the apparatus or components as described above,
or to carry out the methods or steps as described above. The present invention also relates to a storage medium for
storing the above program, such as a hard disk, a floppy disk, a CD, a DVD, and a flash memory, etc.
[0122] The present invention is described above with reference to particular embodiments. However, it should be
understood by those skilled in the art that such a description is illustrative only, and not intended to limit the protection
scope of the present invention. Various variants and modifications may be made by those skilled in the art according to
the spirits and principle of the present invention, and such variants and modifications fall within the scope of the present
invention.

Claims

1. A method for selecting a cell, comprising:

notifying, by a base station, terminal equipment of a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a measurement
result of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for scaling
an offset value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell;
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wherein, the first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the second scaling factor set
includes one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and
each of the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the first scaling factor set is/are a scaling
factor/scaling factors for the frequency of the serving cell, and/or a scaling factor/scaling factors for each cell; and
the scaling factor(s) included in the second scaling factor set is/are a scaling factor/scaling factors for the frequency
of the neighboring cell, and/or a scaling factor/scaling factors for each cell.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving, by the base station, the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor set transmitted by a
network-side functional entity.

4. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the first scaling factor set and the
scaling factor(s) included in the second scaling factor set are arbitrary values.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein when a cell size is relatively large, the faster the speed of the terminal
equipment is, the greater the scaling factors are; and when the cell size is relatively small, the faster the speed of
the terminal equipment is, the smaller the scaling factors are.

6. A method for selecting a cell, comprising:

receiving, by terminal equipment, a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a measurement result of a
serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for scaling an offset
value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell, notified by a
base station of the serving cell; wherein the first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the
second scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a pre-
defined moving speed, and each of the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor set
according to a moving status of the terminal equipment;
scaling an evaluation result/evaluation results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using the selected
scaling factor, so as to obtain a scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation results of the serving cell and/or the
neighboring cell; and
performing cell reselection by using the scaled evaluation result/scaled evaluation results.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the first scaling factor set is/are scaling
factor(s) for the frequency of the serving cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell; and
the scaling factor(s) included in the second scaling factor set is/are scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the neigh-
boring cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell.

8. The method according to claim 6, wherein the step of scaling the evaluation result of the serving cell and/or the
neighboring cell by using the selected scaling factor comprises:

adding up the selected scaling factor and the evaluation result, so as to obtain a scaled evaluation result/scaled
evaluation results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell.

9. A base station, comprising:

a first notifying unit configured to notify terminal equipment of a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of
a measurement result of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor
set for scaling an offset value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neigh-
boring cell;
wherein, the first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the second scaling factor set
includes one or more scaling factors, with the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed,
and each of the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed.

10. The base station according to claim 9, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the first scaling factor set is/are
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scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the serving cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell; and
the scaling factor(s) included in the second scaling factor set is/are scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the neigh-
boring cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell.

11. The base station according to claim 9 or 10, wherein the base station further comprises:

a first receiving unit configured to receive the first scaling factor set and/or the second scaling factor set trans-
mitted by a network-side functional entity.

12. Terminal equipment, comprising:

a second receiving unit configured to receive a first scaling factor set for scaling hysteresis of a measurement
result of a serving cell needed in evaluation of the serving cell, and/or a second scaling factor set for scaling
an offset value of a measurement result of a neighboring cell needed in evaluation of the neighboring cell,
notified by a base station of the serving cell;
wherein the first scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the second scaling factor set
includes one or more scaling factors, with the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed,
and each of the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
a first selecting unit configured to select a corresponding scaling factor from the first scaling factor set and/or
the second scaling factor set, according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
a first scaling unit configured to scale the evaluation result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by
using the scaling factor selected by the first selecting unit, so as to obtain a scaled evaluation result/scaled
evaluation results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell; and
a reselecting unit configured to reselect a cell by using the scaled evaluation result(s).

13. The terminal equipment according to claim 12, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the first scaling factor set
is/are scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the serving cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for different cells; and
the scaling factor(s) included in the second scaling factor set is/are scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the neigh-
boring cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for different cells.

14. A method for triggering a measurement report, comprising:

notifying, by a base station, terminal equipment of a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of
a serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of
the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed.

15. The method according to claim 14, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving a measurement report comprising an unscaled measurement result/unscaled measurement results
of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell, reported by terminal equipment.

16. A method for selecting a cell, comprising:

notifying, by a base station, terminal equipment of a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of
a serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of
the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
receiving a measurement report comprising an unscaled measurement result/unscaled measurement results
of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell, reported by terminal equipment; and
selecting a target cell to which the terminal equipment is to be handed over according to the measurement
report and in negotiation with other network-side entities, and notifying the terminal equipment of information
comprising the selected target cell.

17. The method according to claim 14 or 16, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the third scaling factor set is/are
scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the serving cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell;
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and the scaling factor(s) included in the fourth scaling factor set is/are scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the
neighboring cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell.

18. The method according to claim 14 or 16, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving, by the base station, the third scaling factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor set transmitted by a
network-side functional entity.

19. The method according to claim 14 or 16, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the third scaling factor set and
the scaling factor(s) included in the fourth scaling factor set are arbitrary values.

20. The method according to claim 19, wherein when a cell size is relatively large, the faster the speed of the terminal
equipment is, the greater the scaling factors are; and when the cell size is relatively small, the faster the speed of
the terminal equipment is, the smaller the scaling factors are.

21. A method for triggering a measurement report, comprising:

receiving, by terminal equipment, a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a serving cell,
and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified by a base
station of the serving cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of
the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor set,
according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
scaling the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using the selected scaling
factor, so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement results of the serving cell and/or the
neighboring cell;
judging whether a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds is satisfied by using the scaled
measurement result; and
reporting an unscaled measurement result to the base station, if the triggering condition is satisfied.

22. A method for selecting a cell, comprising:

receiving, by terminal equipment, a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a serving cell,
and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified by a base
station of the serving cell; wherein the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the
fourth scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined
moving speed, and each of the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
selecting a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor set,
according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
scaling the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell by using the selected scaling
factor, so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement results of the serving cell and/or the
neighboring cell;
judging whether a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds is satisfied by using the scaled
measurement result;
reporting an unscaled measurement result to the base station, if the triggering condition is satisfied;
receiving information comprising a selected target cell, fed back by the base station according to the measure-
ment result(s); and
determining a target cell to be handed over according to the information.

23. The method according to claim 21 or 22, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the third scaling factor set is/are
scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the serving cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell;
and the scaling factor(s) included in the fourth scaling factor set is/are scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the
neighboring cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell.

24. The method according to claim 21 or 22, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the third scaling factor set and
the scaling factor(s) included in the fourth scaling factor set are arbitrary values.
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25. A base station, comprising:

a second notifying unit configured to notify terminal equipment of a third scaling factor set for scaling a meas-
urement result of a serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring
cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of
the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed.

26. The base station according to claim 25, wherein the scaling factor(s) included in the third scaling factor set is/are
scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the serving cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell; and
the scaling factor(s) included in the fourth scaling factor set is/are scaling factor(s) for the frequency of the neighboring
cell, and/or scaling factor(s) for each cell.

27. The base station according to claim 25 or 26, wherein the base station further comprises:

a third receiving unit configured to receive the third scaling factor set and/or the fourth scaling factor set trans-
mitted by a network-side functional entity.

28. The base station according to claim 25, wherein the base station further comprises:

a fourth receiving unit configured to receive a measurement report comprising an unscaled measurement re-
sult/unsealed measurement results of the serving cell and/or neighboring cell, reported by terminal equipment.

29. A base station, comprising:

a third notifying unit configured to notify terminal equipment of a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement
result of a serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of
the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
a fifth receiving unit configured to receive a measurement report comprising an unsealed measurement re-
sult/unsealed measurement results of the serving cell and/or neighboring cell, reported by terminal equipment;
and
a selecting unit configured to select a target cell to which the terminal equipment is to be handed over according
to the measurement report(s) and in negotiation with other network-side entities, and notify the terminal equip-
ment of the information comprising the selected target cell.

30. Terminal equipment, comprising:

a sixth receiving unit configured to receive a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a serving
cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified by a base
station of the serving cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of
the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
a second selecting unit configured to select a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and/or
the fourth scaling factor set, according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
a second scaling unit configured to scale the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring
cell by using the selected scaling factor, so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement
results of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell;
a first judging unit configured to judge whether a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds is
satisfied by using the scaled measurement result; and
a first reporting unit configured to report an unsealed measurement result/unsealed measurement results of the
serving cell and/or the neighboring cell to the base station, if the judgment result of the first judging unit is that
the triggering condition is satisfied.

31. Terminal equipment, comprising:
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a seventh receiving unit configured to receive a third scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a
serving cell, and/or a fourth scaling factor set for scaling a measurement result of a neighboring cell, notified
by a base station of the serving cell;
wherein, the third scaling factor set includes one or more scaling factors, and the fourth scaling factor set includes
one or more scaling factors, the one scaling factor corresponding to a predefined moving speed, and each of
the more scaling factors corresponding to a different moving speed;
a third selecting unit configured to select a corresponding scaling factor from the third scaling factor set and/or
the fourth scaling factor set, according to the moving status of the terminal equipment;
a third scaling unit configured to scale the measurement result(s) of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell
by using the selected scaling factor, so as to obtain a scaled measurement result/scaled measurement results
of the serving cell and/or the neighboring cell;
a second judging unit configured to judge whether a triggering condition to which a triggering event corresponds
is satisfied by using the scaled measurement result;
a second reporting unit configured to report an unsealed measurement result to the base station, if the judgment
result of the second judging unit is that the triggering condition is satisfied;
an eighth receiving unit configured to receive information comprising the selected target cell, fed back by the
base station according to the measurement result(s); and
a handover unit configured to determine a target cell to be handed over according to the information.

32. A computer-readable program, wherein when the program is executed in a base station, the program enables a
computer to carry out the method for selecting cell as claimed in any one of claims 1-5 or 16-20 in the base station.

33. A storing medium in which a computer-readable program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables
a computer to carry out the method for selecting cell as claimed in any one of claims 1-5 or 16-20 in a base station.

34. A computer-readable program, wherein when the program is executed in terminal equipment, the program enables
a computer to carry out the method for selecting cell as claimed in any one of claims 6-8 or 22-24 in the terminal
equipment.

35. A storing medium in which a computer-readable program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables
a computer to carry out the method for selecting cell as claimed in any one of claims 6-8 or 22-24 in terminal equipment.

36. A computer-readable program, wherein when the program is executed in a base station, the program enables a
computer to carry out the method for triggering measurement report as claimed in any one of claims 14-15 or 17-20
in the base station.

37. A storing medium in which a computer-readable program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables
a computer to carry out the method for triggering measurement report as claimed in any one of claims 14-15 or
17-20 in a base station.

38. A computer-readable program, wherein when the program is executed in terminal equipment, the program enables
a computer to carry out the method for triggering measurement report as claimed in any one of claims 21 or 23-24
in the terminal equipment.

39. A storing medium in which a computer-readable program is stored, wherein the computer-readable program enables
a computer to carry out the method for triggering measurement report as claimed in any one of claims 21 or 23-24
in terminal equipment.
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